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Corpus material  

Mul6modal	HuComTech	corpus	(Hungarian	only)			
•  the	corpus	was	originally	designed	to	study	the	interrelaDon	of	the	

mulDmodal	aspects	(prosody,	visual	signals,	etc.)	of	spontaneous	human-
human	interacDon	

•  audio	and	video	material	with	aligned	speech	transcript	and	mulD-level	
annotaDon	(50	hours	of	video	and	audio	recordings	of	111	formal	and	
111	informal	dialogues,	wordcount	=	approx.	450.000	tokens),	a	web-
based	SQL	database	(metadata	in	Metashare	and	a	few	files	in	the	
Language	Archive)	

DM	annnotated	parts	of	the	corpus:		
•  22	casual	conversaDons		+	22	simulated	job	interviewees	
22	Praat	textgrids	(involving	audio	and	automaDc	prosodic	annotaDon)	and		

22	eaf	files	(involving	audio,	video,	pragmaDc,	DM,	and	automaDc	prosodic	annotaDon)	

Number	of	tokens	of	DMs	segmented:	
•  Mondjuk	(~say):	208	

•  Ugye	(~is	that	so?):	121	
•  Amúgy	(~otherwise):	87	



Examples	of	(peripheral)	mulDfuncDonal	DMs/
PMs	–	ugye	(~is	that	so?)		

-  High	frequency	of	(peripheral)	DMs	in	our	corpus	with	mulDple	funcDons	
(such	as	well,	let’s	say,	you	know,	of	course	in	English)	!		

•  “BA-s	hallgató	vagyok	ugye	ezt	a	3	éves	képzést	csinálom”.	(evidenJality	m.)	

(‘I’m	a	BA	student	DMugye	I	do	this	three-year	course.’)	(HuComTech,	006_I);	

	

•  “	Pestre	fogsz	költözni,	ugye?	“		

(‘You’re	moving	to	Pest,	DMugye	?’)	(HuComTech,	085_I)	(checking	info.)	

	

•  “	Boldog	élmény	volt,	mikor	elhoztuk,	ugye	egy	<egy>	sharpeiről	van	szó,	
{b}	és	hát	ilyen	kis	pici	{l}	volt”		

(It	was	a	happy	memory	when	we	took	him	(the	dog)	home,	it's	DM_ugye	a	
shar	pei,	and	so	he	was	Jny	like	that)	(HuComTech	016_I)	(background	
info,	inserted	comment,	voice	break)	



Examples	of	(peripheral)	mulDfuncDonal	DMs/
PMs	–	mondjuk	('let’s	say')	

-	markers	of	lexical	search	or	approxima6on	as	own	speech	management	
func6ons	(can	be	glossed	as	about,	like):		

„gyorsan	megy	a	motorom	mondjuk	120–140-nel” 	
(‘my	bike	is	really	fast,	it	can	do	DMmondjuk	120–140	kmphs’)	(HuComTech,	

017_I)		
		
-	markers	of	concession	(can	be	glossed	as	although,	but):	
„szeretek	a	belvárosban	élni	mondjuk	elég	nagy	a	szmog” 	
(‘I	like	living	in	the	city	centre	DMmondjuk	the	air	is	polluted’)	(HuComTech,	

019_I)		
	
!  ”Problem”	of	mulDfuncDonality	!	need	for	disambiguaDon	!		
!  DisambiguaDon	of	the	actual	funcDon	of	the	DM/PM	is	possible	using	

mulDmodal	contextual	cues	



Research	quesDons	and	queries	

Can	we	disDnguish	different	funcDons	relying	on	mulDmodal	(nonverbal,	non-
lexical)	contextual	cues?	

	
Research	quesDons	that	can	be	answered	using	mulDlayer	queries	in	ELAN:	
Is	there	a	significant	relaDon/correspondence	between	the	discourse-
pragmaDc	funcDon	of	a	DM/PM	and	
1.  The	simultaneous	manual	gesDculaDon/hand	movements	of	the	speaker	
2.  Gaze	direcDon	of	the	speaker	(eye	contact	or	diverted	gaze)	
3.  DuraDon	of	the	DM		
4.  Pause	preceding	the	DM	(phonological	independence)	
5.  Prosodic	features	of	the	DM	and	its	host	unit		
6.  Facial	expression	(Ekman-Friesen	taxonomy)	

Hypothesis:	the	actual	funcDon	of	a	mulDfuncDonal	DM/PM	can	be	predicted	
based	on	its	posiDon	in	the	turn,	duraDon,	prosodic	features,	and	the	
nonverbal	behaviour	of	the	spekaer	(gaze	direcDon,	hand	movements)	



Methods		
-  Segmenta6on	of	the	selected	words	in	the	speech	transcript	
-  Tagging	discourse-pragmaDc	funcDons	
-  Low-level	prosodic	features	and	temporal	features	(duraDons,	pitch	

movements	and	preceding	pauses)	were	extracted	from	the	segmented	
sound	files	(.wav)	using	Praat	and	Prosogram	scripts,	and	the	results	were	
later	exported	into	ELAN	for	querying.		

-  The	nonverbal-visual	features	(gaze	direcDon,	facial	expression,	hand	
gestures)	of	the	speaker’s	behaviour	were	extracted	from	the	manually-
performed	video	annotaDons	of	the	recordings	and	can	be	automaDcally	
queried	using	the	ELAN	sonware.	

-  	The	queries	on	the	relaDon	of	each	funcDons	and	each	nonverbal	features	
were	run	separately	and	were	ulDmately	joined	in	conDngency	tables	for	
sta6s6cal	analysis.	



User interface of DM segmentation in ELAN 



Criteria	that	a	func6onal	DM	annota6on	model	should	meet:	
	
	
•  it	should	be	comprehensive	and	mul6-layered	covering	all	domains	of	

discourse	
•  the	subcategories	(labels)	within	the	layers	should	be	clear-cut,	easily	

distinguishable	and	mutually	exclusive	

The	annota6on	tool,	ELAN	4.6.1	(Brugman-Russel	2004)	enables	tagging	
mul6ple	func6ons	to	a	single	DM,	which	is	necessary	because	most	
spoken	DMs	simultaneously	perform	mulDple	funcDons.	



In	our	framework,	a	single	DM	can	be	described	in	several	domains	of	
discourse	along	the	following	aspects	of	interacDon:		
• Own	Speech	Management:	lexical	search,	reformulaJon,	giving	example,	
explanaJon		
• APtude	Marking:	approximaJon,	emphasis,	PFM_booster,	PFM_hedge,	
rhetorical	quesJon	
• Interpersonal	Func6ons:	agreement,	emphasis,	asking	for	reassurance,	
expressing	sympathy	
• Structural	Conversa6on	Management:	turn-take	(disDncDon	of	preferred	
and	dispreferred	second	pair	parts),	turn-keep,	turn-give	(end-of-turn),	
(listener’s)	backchannel	
• Thema6c	Control:	introducing	topic	iniJaJon,	topic	elaboraJon,	topic	
change,	marking	concession	
• Informa6on	Management:	signalling	new	informaJon,	evidenJality	marker	

Our functional DM annotation taxonomy 



Methods: Editing the controlled vocabulary for 
annotation in ELAN 4.5.1 



Querying	the	relaDon	of	duraDon	and	discourse	
funcDon	

Our	hypothesis	about	the	duraDon	of	the	various	funcDons	of	
the	DM	mondjuk	(let’s	say):		

•  Tokens	of	mondjuk	(let’s	say)	expressing	lexical	search	and	
approximaJon	is	expected	to	be	realized	longer	than	tokens	
of	mondjuk	expressing	concession	

 



DistribuDon	of	the	duraDon	of	DMS	with	different	funcDons		
	

iindependent samples t-test on mondjuk (say): significant 
iindependent samples t-test on ugye (is that so?): not significant 



AutomaDc	silence	annotaDon	in	Praat	

Silence	annotaDon	was	performed	following	the	segmentaDon	of	DMs	with	
the	aim	to	test	the	hypothesis	if	DMs	are	predominantly	separated	by	
pauses	(as	they	are	onen	described	in	the	literature).		
The	phoneDc	parameters	set	for	automaDc	silence	annotaDon	were	as	
follows:	

•  minimum	pitch:	100	Hz	(subtract	mean)	
•  Dme	step:	automaDc	(0,01	s)	
•  silence	threshold:	-	45	dB	
•  minimum	silent	interval	duraDon:	0,2	s	
•  minimum	sounding	interval	duraDon:	0,05	s		

As	a	result,	the	recordings	were	segmented	into	sounding	and	silent	
segments.	



Automatic annotation into silent and 
sounding parts in Praat 



Querying results in ELAN – to see if DM 
ugye is preceded by pause/silence or not 



Extrac6ng	prosodic	features	-	Automa6c	prosodic	annota6on	
	

We	use	a	modified	version	of	Prosogram	(Mertens	2004)	called	
				ProsoTool	(Hunyadi	&	al.	2012):	
•  ProsoTool	uses	dynamic,	speaker-dependent	pitch	range		
•  it	extracts	F0	data	and	uses	a	styliza6on	method	to	calculate	more	holisDc	trend-

lines	to	describe	the	movement	of	pitch		
•  pitch	movement	can	be	segmented	along	trend-lines	(point	to	point)	into	blocks	

for	labelling	
•  the	standard	deviaDon	of	the	pitch	values	is	used	as	a	threshold		to	classify	the	

pitch	movement	progress	using	five	simple	categories:		
		rise,	fall,	upward,	descending	and	stagnant	



Two-layer search in ELAN 



Three-layer searches in ELAN 





Single layer search in ELAN using regular 
expressions (concordance view) 



Frequency view of the search ‘# mondjuk’ by 
frequency in decreasing order 



Single layer search in ELAN using regular 
expressions (concordance view) 



Frequency view of the search ‘mondjuk #’ by 
frequency in decreasing order 



AVer	the	queries:		

sta6s6cal	tests	were	performed	on	the	data	in	SPSS	19.0	

Descrip6ve	 and	 inferen6al	 sta6s6cal	 tests,	 including	 Pearson’s	 chi-square	 test,	

Fischer’s	exact	test,	Crosstabs	test,	independent	samples	t-test,	paired	t-test,	and	

drawing	box	plot	graphs.		

DescripDve	 staDsDcal	 tests	 simply	 measured	 the	 frequency	 of	 the	 use	 of	 the	

selected	 items	 based	 on	 gender,	 speaker	 role	 (interviewer	 or	 interviewee)	 and	

situaDon	type	(job	interview	or	job	interview).		

Pearson’s	chi-square	test,	Fischer’s	exact	test	and	Crosstabs	test	were	performed	

to	 decide	 if	 there	 is	 a	 rela6onship	 between	 two	 categorical	 variables	 (e.g.	

between	 themaDc	 role	 and	 pitch	 movement,	 userance	 posiDon	 and	 pitch	

movement,	discourse	funcDon	and	hand	movement,	etc.).	 



Conclusions: The results of a multiple layer search: 
prototypical sets of features of the canonical uses of 
mondjuk (say) performing its two different functions  

 

 
 
 

Lexical	search,	
approxima6on	

Concession	

HAND	GESTURES	 no	 yes	

GAZE	DIRECTION	 upwards	 other	than	upwards	

FACIAL	EXPRESSION	 recall	 other	than	recall	

DURATION	 >	250	ms	 <	250	ms	

PRECEDING	PAUSE	 <	150	ms	 >	150	ms	



Conclusions: prototypical sets of features of the canonical uses 
of of ugye (is that so?) expressing two different functions  

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
These	findings	should	be	tested	on	larger	data	sources	and	may	serve	as	a	springboard	
for	further	theoreDcal	modelling	(such	as	organizing	features	into	decision	trees	to	
semi-automaDcally	disDnguish	different	senses	of	words). 

Eviden6ality	
marking	in	
explana6ons	

Tag	ques6on	use:	
asking	for	
reassurrance	

HAND	GESTURES	 yes	 no	

GAZE	DIRECTION	 shining	gaze,	more	
onen	averted	

forwards,	eye	
conatct	

PITCH	MOVEMENT	
(in	the	clause)	

non-rising	 rising	

POSITION	 non-turn-final	 turn-final	

F0	range	(during	
usering	the	word)	

<	30	Hz	 >	30	Hz	
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Thank you for your attention. 
 

 
 
 


